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0. Introduction 
Let A be the Steenrod algebra over the prime field Z,; AA the category of 
unstable A -modules and degree-preserving A -maps. For any unstable A -module 
A4, the homology groups H:(M) are defined using resolutions of A4 by objects that 
are projective in JGCA [5]. These “unstable homology groups” appear as the Ez term 
of an Adams spectral sequence [l-6], so that the problem of computing them is of 
great interest in topology. 
We offer in this paper a new program for the computation of the group H:(M), 
and carry out the first steps. 
Specifically: let al: J& --) & be the “loop” functor defined by (OM), = 
(coker Sq,: A4 + M),+l, with A-action induced by that on M [5]. The left derived 
functors of 0 are defined in the usual way: givp:n A4 E JUT one forms a projective 
resolution P(M). Then the sth left derived functor of a is the sth homology group of 
the chain complex l l l f2P,,I(M)-, OP, (Ad)+ l 9 l . These derived functors are 
already well understood [2, 51, and their study has led to new results on the 
homology of unstable A -modules [2, 7, 81. 
We propose here a more general problem. If a“ denotes the k-fold iterate of a, 
then 
Problem (* ). Describe the left derived functors 0 F of a k. 
Two considerations recommend this problem to us. The first is that the derived 
functors of J2 k are related to the derived functors of 0 k-1 by a simple short exact 
sequence ((2.3) below), so that an inductive solution of Problem (* ) seems not out 
of reach. The second is that a complete solution to would include as a 
special case a description of the homology groups act, as we show in 
Section 2, the zero-dimensional component of ,nf determines unstable homology 
according to the formula: 
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(0 1) . H:(M) = (%M)o. 
So we are well motivated to attack Problem (*). 
Let S” (“n-sphere”) be the unique JICA object for which (S”), = 22; (S”), = 0 if 
p# n. In this paper we determine completely the unstable A-modules a f S”, for 
those cases in which k G n + s - 1. The results form an easily grasped whole, and 
offer clues to the general solution. We can state them in terms of the A -algebras Vt, 
that are introduced in [9]. VS = Z2(u0,. . ., us+) is a polynomial algebra on 
generators uk of dimension 2k, and its structure as an A-module is determined by 
formula (0.1) of [9]. For each i, 1 G i s s, we will define in this paper an element o1 
in V, of dimension 2” - 2’-’ ((r i.1) below). We will prove: 
Theorem 0.1. The monomial .j {a? l . l ai 1 iI a 0, . . ., iS a 0) are &nearly indepen - 
dent in V, and the polydomiaJ’ sub-algebra L, E V, thut they span is closed under 
A -action. 
We will show further that the ideal in V, generated by the elements 
{ fl+s-1 n+s-2 uo ,ut ?'..9 uL} is closed under A -action for any n 3 0. We denote by Vi 
the quotient of V, by this ide ; by L,” the image of L, in Vt, and prove: 
Theorem 0.2. The monomials {a> 8 l l CT)/ i, + ... + is s n - I} are a Z2-b&s for 
the unstable A-module L:, 
More generally, for each k G n + s - 1 deGne the Z2 sub-module F’L:EL: by 
setting 
(0 2) . FkL:= Span {a:l •~~a~~il+*~~+i,G,-!-l; n+s-k-lGis}. 
We will prove: 
Theorem 0.3. FkL: is an A -submodule of L,” for all k s n + s - 1. 
Writing 2: & --) & for the suspension functor and s k for its k-fold iterate we 
can now state our main result: 
Thewem 0.4. f2tSn and Sn+s-k Fk L: are isomorphic as unstable A-modules, for 
each k sn+s-1. 
These statements are all proved in the following sections. In Section 1 we review 
some elementary results about the category & and the suspension and loop 
functors defined on it. In Section 2 we give elementary properties of the derived 
functors a:, and derive the short exact sequence (2.3) which relates the derived 
functors of Ink to those of nk-‘. We define also a “characteristic class”; a 
hom,omorphism by which elements in J2t.M may be detected. In Sections 3 and 4 
we set up the filtered graded vector spaces VZ and L:, and define for each 
ken++-1 a Z2 homomorphism*~s:FkL~+~~Sn of degree n+s-k. In 
Sections 5and 6 we derive the m 
Section 7 we use our results o 
Section 8 we complete our wo 
Section 8 o&y we will n 
In this section we review 




write Sqkx = Sqn-‘x if x E A& The instability of 
(1 1) . ssk =0 ifk<O 
and the Adem relations imply: 
where the sum extends only over those values of j for which j = b (m 
that the only values of j which contribute to (1.2) satisfy (b - j)/2 + a c b and j G a. 
We will denote by S the algebra without unit generat by the symbols Sqc and 
tions (1.1) and (1.2). 
for the suspension functor: G simply raises degrees by 1. 
If x E M, we write Xx for its image in (IEM),,I. Then A -action on GM i 
Sq& = 2 Sqk-lx. zt has a left adjoint that we denote 0: 
(Massey-Peterson [S]). The graded vector space lnM is given by (JM), = 
(coker Sqa: M + M),,,I. Writing 0: M + OM for the natural projection, we define 
A-action on fJM by Sq&% = J) Sqk+& 5) is a right exact functor, 02 is the 
identity functor. We write Xc, aL for the k-fold iterates of 2, a, and note that 
(13) . 0’ Sqrx = sq,-cnkx. 
Finally: we write A for the set of el 
for the &-vector space Q&M = (M 
nts in A of strictly 
that 
(1.4) (In&Mb= QkM 
has enough projectives [S]. If P is a projective, so is CM? If P is 
projective then SqO: P + P is manic. The Mowing eneralization of that fact wilf 
be useful in Section 2. 
Lemma 1.1. Let P be a projective in AA. Suppose x0, . ., x ‘-’ E P satisfy : 
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(1.5) y sqd = 0. 
I-O 




c sq *d? 
i-0 
Proof, If k = 1 the lemma is stating that SqO is manic on projectives. Suppose the 
lemma proveid for the case in which k is replaced by k - 1; and let a relation (1.5) 
be given. Apylying 0 Ire’ to (1.5) and using (1.1) and (1.3) we obtain SqOOk-‘xk-’ = 
0, and since n”-’ P is projecti-, it follows that 0 k-1~ k-1 = 0. Tkerefore, there exist 
elements u’ C P such that .X kc ” = cf:i Sqlu ! Thus, x k-1 kas the desired form. Now 
using the Adem relations (1 .I ‘) we can write (1.5) as: 
where ar, 4 E ;E2 and #(i, 1) = 1 + (k - 1 - i )/2. From the remark following (1.2) we 
know that the only terms i, J contributing to the sum satisfy +(i, 1) s k - 2. Now 
apply our inductive hypothesis to (1.7) to conclude that for each i s k - 2 the 
element 
lies in imSqo+ l l * + im sqkw3. The proof is complete. 
2. Elementary properties of the functors 0’: 
If M E JUA we write P(M) for a projective resolution of M. P(M) is a chain 
complex of projectives . l l --, Ps (M)+ P&W)-, l . l + Po(M)+O for which 
H, (P(M)) = 0 if s =;, 0 and Ho(P(M)) = M. If F is an additive covariant functor 
from & to another abelian category we will write FP(M) for the chain complex 
l l l FPs (M)+ FP,+(M)-, l 9 l . Then the left derived functors F, of F are defined 
by F,M = H, (FP(M)) for all s * 0. 
In particular we can consider the left derived functors Q’: of the functor Q* 
defined in Section 1; and for M E AA define the “unstable homology groups” of M 
(2 1) . H: (M) = Q:M 
for ;3ll k 3 0; s 2 0. From (1.4) it follows immediately that 
(2.2) H:(M) = (#M)o 
as promised in the introduction. Tkis formula shows it is important o study the 
derived functors of 
e derived functors of 
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Proposition 2.1. J2s = 0 ifs > 1. If M E J&CA then (& M)an-, = (kerSqO: M -+ M),, 
and (9& M)2n = 0. If x E ker Sqo write 01x for its image in J2, M. Then the A -action 
on &M is given by Sq,,-, 0,~ = fl,Sq~; Sq2001x = 0. 
Proof. See [S] or [Z] or [7]. 
We consider now the relation between the derived functors of ak and those of 
0 k-‘. 0ur goal is the derivation of a short exact sequence: 
for all k * 0, s 2 0 and M E &. We begin by observing that if P is any chain 
complex over J& we can define a &linear map a * : H, (P)-* HS (J2P) as follows: if 
x E P, is a cycle representing u E H, (P), let a*(u) be the class in H, (flP) 
represented by 0x. One verifies easily that Q! * vanishes on im(SqJ, and so passes to 
a &-linear map cy : aHS (P)+ H, (QP). It is also easy to check that cy is an A&, 
morphism. 
If P is any chain complex of projectives we can define an AA morphism 
p: H, (RP)--* M&-1(P) as follows. Let u E H, (0P) be represented by a cycle 
J2x E OPS, where x E PS. Then dx = SqOy for a unique y E PS- 1, since SqO is manic 
on projectives. Then 0 = ddx = SqOdy, so that y is a cycle. Let v be the element in 
HS-I(P) that is represented by y. Then SqO v =Oandwesetp(u)=a+Itiseasyto 
check that this definition of /3 is independent of the choice of representative x (the 




Let P be a chain complex of projectives over the category .I&. Then 
(2 4) . O-+~H~(P)~H,(JZP)%LH,_,(P)+O 
is short exact in & for all s a 0. 
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. e mention only that the 
monotonicity of SqO on projectives is used repeatedly. 
Now let M E JCCA be arbitrary and P(M) a projective resolution. Taking P in 
Proposition 2.2 to be In ‘-‘P(M), (2.4) reduces to the short exact sequence (2.3). An 
immediate corollary: 
. nf = 0 if s > k, and 0: is the s-fold iterate of 0,. 
Now we are going to define for each i s k - 1 a a-homomorphism 
C called a “characteristic class”. ” eed, suppose x E ) 
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represents u E #2 :M. Then a% is a cycle in the chain complex a”P(M), so there 
exist elements y*, . . ., y’-’ in PIM1(M) for which & = 2::: (Sqiy ‘). Then d& = Q 
implies E Fci Sqr (dy ‘) = 0 in the projective R-&V), so from Lemma 1.1 it follows 
that for each i G k - 1, l;oy' lies in im Sqo+ 
an element t)’ in 0::: (M). 
l l * f- im yqk.+. Therefore, yi represents 
We set ch’ (ar) = u . We define also a “total” 
characteristic class 
(where each (0k! M)' is a .isopy of fi t_‘r’ M) by setting ch u = (v’, u. ., vk-‘) = 
0 c “U,...,ChL”u). 
We claim our definition cxf ch is independent of the choices made for 
x, y*, . . ., y’-‘. Indeed, suppr isc n’ E Pd (M) also represents u, and that &’ = 
E:,‘,’ Sq' (y ')'. We must show that y ’ and (y ‘)’ represent equal elements in a,“Z,‘M. 
I3ut there is a w in P,+t[M) and elements w ’ in P, (M) such that Bw = 
x--x’+Z:LtSq,w’. Then O==ddw =~~~~Sqi(y’-(y’)‘+dw’), so by Lemma 1.1, 
y’-(y’)‘+dw’ liesinimSqO+“‘+imSq’&-z. It follows that y ’ and (y ‘)’ represent 
equal elements in J2Z M 
We now relate our “charac?eristic class” (2.5) to the homomorphisms cy, 63 of 
(2.3). The proofs of both the following propositions are immediate from Gie 
definitions. 
Proposition 2.4. If u E i2”: M then chk-’ u lies in the kernel. of 
Sqo: a,“:: M + 0::: M, and pu = J2, chk-’ U. 
Proposition 2.5. The diagram commutes : 
3. e vector spaces Vz and L y 
In this section we define graded &-vector spaces z and L y for all integers n a 0 
and s 2 0, and begin our discussion of how they relate to the unstable A -modules 
&I ‘: S”. The main result of this section is Theorem 3.1. 
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Let V. = Zz; and for all s a 1 let V, be the graded polynomial algebra on 
generators uo, ul,. . ., u,.-~ with dim uk = 2’. For all t2 a 0, s 2 0 let Vy be the 
quotient of V, by the ideal generated by elements u:+~-‘, uY2,. . ., u L. Note in 
particular VE =Zz for all n*O, and Vt=O if s>O. 
For sal, n 3 1 we will sometimes find it useful to write VY = 
z*(uo)//u~+s-’ @Z&41, . . ., u,-l)//(U ;+s-2, . . ., uS~_~), (the tensor product is over Z,), 
obtaining 
(3 1) . Vi! =V T+s-l @ v;-, 
an isomorphism of algebras that does not preserve degree. In fact, if x E: Vi is 
homogeneous and is written 
n+s-2 
(3 2) . x = c uop6?wp 
Pm0 
with up E Vi-,, then dimx = p + 2 dim up for any p. We will call (3.2) the starzdard 
form for x. Also useful to us will be the decomposition> 
(3 3) . 
and 
(3 4) . 
for any i, OGiGs - 2. Like (3.1) these are algebra isomorphisms that do not 
preserve degree. 
Now we define vector subspaces L3 G Vt. Our definition is different from that 
given in the Introduction. The equivalence of the two will be shown in Sections 5 
and 6. Set Lo”= V,“= Z2, and Li! = Vz= 0 if s >O. Set Ly= VT, To define LT if 
n > 3, recall the algebra S defined in Section 1, and define a Z2-linear map 
+’ : V+ S by setting 
(3 5) . Wn (U$UT) = Sqn-p Sqn-q-1. 
(This rule does indeed give zero on the right hand side if either p > n or q > n - 1.) 
Set Lt= ker rr n. Observe that 1 E Li, More generally the relations (1.2) show that 
Lf is the span of the vectors w@,q) for Ogp “4 s n -- 1, where 
(3.6) w@,q) = r&u?+ z (‘I;__p’f; ‘> u; uq+@-‘)i2. 
I 
Since each w (p, q) is homogeneous, it follows that LF is a graded subspace of Vg, 
More generally if s 22 and nal we define for O<i<s-2 
?rz (i) with domain Vt (use the decomposition (3.4)) and range V 
setting nt (i) = V:_+iiT$@ &“’ @ Vl. Let L 3 E Vy be the graded 
(3 7) * Lp - ‘n’k er 7r:(i). 
i==O 
Note that if the decomposition (3.1) is used for Vl then 
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(3 8) a L: t v~+‘-‘@L:_, 
and if the decomposition (3.4) is used for Vt then 
for any iF 0 G i G s - 2, in particular, s 
(3.10) L: & L;+‘-*@ L:_2. 
Now write S” for the unique unstable A -module for which (S” ),, = 2,; (S” )p = 0 
if p # n. Let a;, E (S” ),, be the boon-zero element. The following theorem relates the 
space Lt: to the unstable .4-~~odules OtSn. 
Theorem 3.1. Fix n 3 0, an& .‘et k$” ) be a projective resolution of S”. Tbtere exists 
a sequence of Z- ih$llr maps 42, : L 3 --, P, (S * ) (s = 0, 1,2, . . . ) with the properties :
a) deg& = n+s; 
b) e&( 1) = t/n, where e : EL (S * ) + S n is the augmentation ; 
c) if s a 1 tgnd x E Lt hacu: z:tandard form (3.2) (so that by (3.9, each v, lies in 
L f-, ), then 
n+r-2 
(3.11) 4s (x) = c Sqn+r-++, 4s-p (up)* 
P’O 
Pmof. L$ = 2&, and we simply define 4. so that dim +0(l) = n and b) is true. To 
define &, observe that Sq,-,-, 4o(l) lies in ker E = im(d: Ps(S” )+ PO@” )) for all 
p, 0 G p c n, We set 4, (uOp) equal to any element in PI (S” ) of dimension p + n + 1 
~tisfying f&5$ (us) = Sq,-,-, &,(I) (a special case of (3.1 I)). Suppose inductively 
that for some s ~2andalltCs,maps&:L F+ PC (S” ) satisfying a)-c) have been 
defined. Choose a basis B for L3 consisting of homogeneous elements. We will 
define &(x) for elements x in B and extend by linea~ty: clearly, if (3.11) is 
satisfied for basis elements x then it is satisfied in general. So let x E B be given and 
use (3.20) to write 
(3.12) x = % u8uf@yp,, 
PA 
with yp,, E L f-2* men x has standard form (3.2), with up E L t-1 itseif given in 
standard form by vp =*z 
show that 
q uf~ yp,,. To show (3.11) can be satisfied it will suffice to 
(3.13) dx Sq n+s-2-p 4-l (u3B yp,, ) = 0 
P4 
in P,-,(S” ). Using the inductive assumption on &, we find this is equivalent to 
4L2(YP,cl) = 0. 
Pick a basis consisting of homogeneous elements {ri 1 i E I} for L,2,, where I is 
: y - s + ,w aa.x%ap 30tusgdJoruowoq-zz Bauyap MOU utf3 aM 
l :n,au,‘7=:7,a Jas 
las oc s 37 l O> y 31 O=:A~~ ptre ‘~30 31 Zz=:~ =:A,J ias 
‘T-s+uSy 
ip? 303 uxs!ydJowos! UB ‘4 Moqs 01 ‘L uoil9aS ul ‘pasn aq AIlen)uaAa II~M sl[nsaJ 
aqL ‘(p’z) 30 8’ ‘in sdwu aqi 01 *IJ1 sdwu aqi alvIa uaqi II~M aM •&~ + ; 7~ : “/1, 
dlsw 3aaug-Zz B auyap 01 1.g ura3oaqJ asn uaql puv ‘:7 asads 3olaaA aql uo 
**cl :7,+,azi ;?,a%** uoge3ily %u!searaui ue auyap 11~~ aM uoilaas tyi UI 
l J’f i.uaJoaqL 30 3ooJd aqi 01 ~e~y~qs s! 2.f uraJoaqL 30 3oo3d aqA 
.[~~)w-&-z-s+ub s Of -(wP -(W =WElP Wf) 
t-s+u 
WV1 (2-g) WOJ ~IJvpuvas soy ; 7 3 x jj lrql ysns ( * l l 2 ‘I ‘0 = s) ( “S) ‘+*d t U’7 : *g 
sdvw lvaufl-zz 1SfX;a arayr uau l I-f UfaroaziJ, Jo @-(IS suo~y~puo~ 8U~rcJS~lVS 
sdvzu mau~g-~ Jo (:+) yuv {s+) samanbas OMI WC@ asoddng l z’s wamaqa 
l auop am aM OS ‘(pI*f) sagdw! s!q, ina l ! qaaa 303 
0= 
b-p-s+ubSd-ps+ub 
a9uaH l i qava 303 z-S+uz? U! say XW b‘:v b‘dx ieqi (OJVf) uro33 s~oIIo3 1: 0s 
Uay;L- lzZ 3 “;V y,!M ‘IJ “;?I ‘g = “dX pwdxa pue f las xapu! aliuy auxos 
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homomorphisms E, : L: + P,+,(S” ) satisfying (3.17). Then if x E F’L: has stan- 
dard form (3.2) we have only to cleal with terms in (3.17) for which p a 
n’+ s - k - 1, so it follows from (3.17), (1.1) and (1.3) that J2”& (x) and n”&(x) 
represent the same element of 0 ‘: S”. 
We now wish to relate & to the maps QI, @ of (2.3). To this end we write 
q:-’ : Fk-’ V: + Fk V!: for the inclusion, and define the &linear 
7: : Fk Vi --) F’-’ V:_, by setting 
It is easy to see tf at I’: 0 7 ,k-’ = 0, that qfml(Fk-’ L: )E FkLr, and that 
71: (F’L:)C Fk-‘L:-,. Therefore by restriction we obtain &-linear maps 
Fk-‘L: + FkL: and Yki: _*Fk”‘L& for which we will also use the symbols 
rls k-’ and 75, respectiv ely. 
From our definitions itfollows that the diagrams commute for all k g n + s - 1: 
Fk--‘L: c%FkL; , 
From (4.5) and Proposition 2.4 we have: 
Proposition 4.1. The image 
ker(Sqo: O,“z,‘Sn + J%‘Sn). 
of (cl,-pv~ is contained in 
We can now restate (4.5) in terms of the map /3 of (2.3). Write (Ff-* Lr& = 
image& Then by Proposition 4.1, the restriction of &-, to (Fk”L:-,), yields a 
map (#& : (Fkwl L :-I )* +i2,i2 ,k_i’ S", defined by setting (t/L,), (x) = JIZl& (4). 
Then (4.5) and Proposjtion 2.4 imply (I,$-~)* 071: = @ 0 &. 
We conclude we have constructed a commutative diagram 
(4 6) . 
in which the bottom row is short exact, qz-’ is one-one, rf c$-~ = 0, and ?k, is 
onto (Fk?.:-l)*. We will eventually show the top rc)w also short exact, and that 
(Fk’%:o~)* = F”“Z$.,. (4.6) will then be our ajor tool in proving & an 
isomorphism. 
s. MuitipRicatlve 
In V2 consider the (homogeneous) elements at (ubs ul) = U$ + ut and CQ(U~, ul) = 
I(~u~. These actually lie in L 2 in the language of (X6), bl (ua, ut) = w (& 1) and 
CF~(U~, u,) = ~(1, 1). Our goal in this section is a dzxtiption of LZ in terms of these 
elements. We will show: 
PropsWon S.l. Let n a 1. Then Lz” is a sub-a $bra of Vt and ihe monomials 
(5.1) {cMIp+qcn-1) 
are a 2kbasis. More generally, the monomials 
(5.2) {a~a?lp+qSn-1; n+l-kq} 
ate a &basis for FL L ;, for each k s n + 1. 
We will prove Proposition 5.1 by a series of lemmas. 
R,call that Li is spanned by the elements w q) defined in (3.6). 
Lemma 5.2. l%e set {w (p, q) 10 s p G q G n - 1) is a basis for LT. In particular, 
dim Li = (“;I). 
Proof. We must show linear independence. Let R SJ Vi be. the subspace 
Span {u&w; 1 t S s). Let T & VT be the subspace Span {ubuf 1 s < t). Let T: V;+ R 
be the projection relative to the decomposition VZ = R $ T. Then TW @, q) = u f3u f. 
Our result follows. 
Lemma 5.3. The set 
(5.3) (w(P,q)l n - k+IcpGqsn-I) 
is a basis for F’ L Z, for each k 6 n + 1. In particular. dim Fk L t” = (f ). 
Proof. It is easy to check from (3.6) that each element of the set (5.3) indeed lies in 
Fk L2n. Conversely, suppose some linear combination  = xPsq G&W 
FkLT, where ap,4 E &. It is clear from the definition of T in Lemma 5.2 above that 
?r(F’ VQ E Fk Vi, so xpSq apScr u$u f lies in FL VP. Hence, up,, = 0 unless n - k + I s 
p, and the proof is complete. 
Simple computation starting from (3.6) sho%gs that - 
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(5 4) l w(l,l)w(p,q)=w@+l,qal) 
(5 5) . w@, l)w(O,q)= w(O,q + 1)-t w&q) 
and from these two equations follows i 
Is 6 *I w(f), l)w(q,q) + wtp,q +l)+w(2+pd?) 
(in itrterlpreting these formulas read w (p, q) = 0 in Vq if q C p or q > n - 1.) As a 
conEequcnce we have: ! 
Lemma 5.4. Lz & VT is closed under action by the elements w (0,l) = o1 and 
w (1,l) = a2. In particr.&r, all the elements in the set (5.1) lie in L f, and the elements 
(52) lie in FkLi= L?J FkVg for each k G n + 1. 
Lemma 5.5. The s& (5.2) is linearly independent in Fk L ;, for all k G ~1 + 1. 
Pmof. Fix n and induct on k. If k = 1, F’LZ = 0 and the set (5.2) is empty. If k = 2 
the set (5.21 consists only of the element az”-’ = u 0”” u !-I, which is indeed non-zero 
iin Vg. Suppose the result proved for k - 1 (where k s n + 1); we will show it for k. 
‘Then suppose given in FL Lz a relation 
(5 7) . c aP,s u5c7f = 0, 
p+qcn-1 
n+l-kc9 
where a,,, E Z2. Applying to (5.7) the linear map T: of Section 4 we obtain 
I 
(5 8) . c n+p-k+l = ap,“+l-k UO 0 
pek-2 
in L 7, But the set {u:+~-‘+’ 1 0 s p s k - 2) is linearly independent in L ;, so (5.8) 
forces ap,n+l-k = 0 for all p. (5.7) now reduces to a relation in F’-l Lz to which we 
can apply our inductive hypothesis, completing the proof. 
Lemma 5.6. The set (5.2) is a basis for Fk L i, all k G n + 1. 
Proof. The set (5.2) contains (2”) linearly independent elements. Now use 
Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.7. L 2” is a sub-algebra of Vg. 
Proof. Lemma 5.6 asserts in particular that the set (5.1) is a basis for Lg. Now 
apply Lemma 5.4. 
All the statements ofProposition 5.1 have now been proved. A corollary we will 
find useful in the next :qection is: 
. Suppose x E Lz is divisible & u$ ., en it is also divisible by ~4. 
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Proof. This is easily read off from the description of Lz as the span of the 
elements (5.1). 
We remark finally that Proposition 5.1 implies that in L2n, any monomial aPa 
with p + q > n - 1 is expressible in terms of monomials in aI and a2 of degree 
.I z n - 1. The precise relations turn out to be rather complicated. For example 
a:= criin V&al:= 0 in a/z, a:=&$ in V&...,o:'=a~o%+a:a~ in Vi'. I do 
not know the general formulas for a; in Vi. 
6, Multiplicative structure of L F 
In this section we obtain a description of L Y for s > 2 analogous to that given for 
L f in Section 5. We will prove L t a sub-algebra of V:, produce a minimal set of 
algebra generators, and a Z2-basis expressed interms of these generators. Through- 
out this section assume n B 1. 
Proposition 6.1. L: is a sub-algebra of VZ. 
Proof. If s = 1, Et = V:. If s = 2 the result is in Section 5. If s > 2, recall the 
homomorphisms r: (i) of Section 3. From Section5 it is clear that ker wi (i) L VZ 
is a sub-algebra for each i, 0 G i s s - 2. Then so is L t = ni ker rr: (i). 
Recall the algebra V, defined in Section 3. We define by induction on s elements 
a(Uo, Ul,. l .p u,_~) in V, for 1 G i < s. Begin by writing gl(uO) = uo. Then for s > 1 
and 16 i G s set 
(6.1) oi (UO, l l l ) Us-l) = (fci (UO, 9 l l ) Us-z))’ + Us-~(fU~-l(Uo, . . ., ~~-2)) 
where f: Vs.-l + Vs is the algebra homomorphism satisfying f (ui ) = ui. In interpret- 
ing (6.1) we make the conventions co(uo, . . ., u~--~) = 1 and as (uo, .. ., u~.-~) = 0. For 
example, (6.1) gives al(uo, ul) = ug+ ui; and c2(uo, ul) =T: uoul, consistent with our 
usage in Section 5. Other special cases are o*, (uo,. . ., u,-~) = uoul . . . us+; and 
Cl (uo, l l ‘9 u,J = ug-’ + uf’-*+ . . . + us+ Note that ai (~0,. . ., us+) is homogene- 
ous of degree 2’ - 23-‘. We will also use the symbols Oi (~0,. . ., u,-~) to denote the 
images of these elements under the natural projections Vs --) Vt. 
Proposition 6.2. Oi (uo, . . ., us+) lies in L t for all i s s. 
Proof. Fix n. For s = 1 and s = 2 the result is known. Suppose inductively we 
know for all d < s that ai (uo, . . ., u,-~) lies in L r, for all i s t. Using the expansion 
(3.3) we note that ci (uo,. . ., u,-~) as given in (6.1) can be written 
W (MO,. . .7 US-~)~@ 1 d- Ui-1 (I!& . . .g u,-~) ~3 us+, which uctive assumption 
lies in kerg:(i) if 0 < i s s - 2. It remains to check that it lies in ker n:(O). 
Writing V: = V:^','(gr V,"and using (6. e obtain ar (yo,.. .,uH)= 
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oi(U0, l l *v u~--$ @ 1 + ui-l(U0, l . l , us-S)* 49 (u f-2 + UP,) + upz’luo, l . ., Us-S) @ us-2 Us-l. 
Since each of the elements 1, u3-* + us-], u,+u~-~ lies in ker (7r” : Vz+ S), we are 
done. 
As a corollary .of Propositions 6.1 and 6,2 we find that any polynomial in 
Vl, . . ., as lies in LZ. Since a, = uOul. l . us+, any monomial 02 l l e C&J for which 
i,an-+s-k-1 liesin F&L:. 
Proposition 6.3. 172e set 
(6.2) {a+a:lil+* 
is linearly independent in 
l +i,Sn -l;n+s-k-lGis} 
F’L:, for each k s n + s - 1. 
Proof. Fix n. The proo’ Sk is a double induction on s and k. If s = 1 we need only 
note that the set (1, uo, . I ., ub’_’ } is linearly independent inL;I. If s = 2, the result is 
already proved for all k G n + 1 in Lemma 5.5. Now fix s > 2, and suppose the 
result proved for s - 1 aqd all values of k. We will show linear independence of the 
set (6.2) in F&L+ :, for all k. If k < s the set (6.2) is empty. If k = s it consists of the 
single element a:” = uo”-’ u y-* l l l z&C;, which is indeed non-zero in Vi. Suppose 
the result proved for k - 1, and suppose given in F&L z a relation 
(6 3) . i,+.._~sn * - 1 a(il,...,i,)a:l.**rr~~=O 
n+s-kJ-lSi, 
with coefficients a(&, . . ., is ) in Z2. Apply to (6.3) the homomorphism 
7: : FkL: + F’-‘L:+ of Section 4. The only terms which survive are those for 
which is = n + s - k - 1, and 
(6 4) . 
;_l+n+s-k-l 7; (&&. . . fl;+s-y = *‘tl& . . . *;_* 
. 
So the application to (6.3) of 75 yields by way of our inductive hypothesis in 
Fk-’ L,1, the relations a(&, . . ., is ) = 0 whenever is = n + s - k - 1. Then (6.3) 
reduces to a relation in Fk-’ L :, to which we can also apply an inductive hypothesis 
completing the proof. 
Lemma 6.4. Let i, r be integers with 0 G i s s - 2 and r 2 0. If x E L i is divisible by 
u i then it is also divisible by u i+1. 
roof. This follows easily from (3.9) and Corolfary 5.8. 
Lemma 3. ker(~~:FkL~~Fk-‘L~--l)~im(~~-‘:Fk-lL~+FkL~). 
In the sequence 
lies in ker r 5, it must be divisible by u;+~‘~. Then by 
u:+~-’ for ail i S s - 1. Ire result follows. 
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Fk-‘L; “: ‘+FkL; “: +Fk-‘L:_, 
we now have q F-’ is l-l and im qf-’ = ker 7:. Starting with the statement 
dimF’LF= k, we use (6.5) to prove by double induction on k and s that 
dim FkLn c S k (5). But the set (6.2) has been shown linearly independent in Fk L :, and 
contains (f) elements. We have proved: 
Proposition 6.6. dim Fk L z = (:) for all k G n + s - 1; and the set (6.2) is a basis. 
The sequence 
(6 6) . 0~Fk-‘L:~~kL:5:\Fk-1L:_l~~ 
is short exact. In particular in the language of (4.6), (Fc-’ L y_,)* = Fkvl L :-,. 
7. Determination of the vector spaces 0 ZS” (k G n + s - 1) 
We can now determine the structure of flkS: as a graded &-module, for the 
cases k <n+s-1. 
Theorem 7.1. For all k G n + s - 1, & : Fk L 9 -3 s2 5 S” is an isomorphism of 
degree n + s - k. 
Proof. Fix n. The proof is a double induction on k and s. To ground the induction 
is easy; we give here only the inductive step. Then suppose it is known that 
&-1: F’L:.+-* f2:-, S” is an isomorphism for all 1~ n + s - 2; and suppose it is 
known that & : Fk-’ L y --) 0 3” S” is an isomorphism for some k G n + s - 1. We 
must show (bs : Fk Li + 0: S” an isomorphism, and will use the diagram (4.6). 
From Proposition 6.6 we know that (Fk-’ L:-& = Fk-’ LF+ and that the top row of 
(4.6) is short exact. So an application of the five-lemma will prove our theorem if we 
can show that both (@s-1)* and a 0 e8 in (4.6) are isomorphisms. That (Ji,-1)* is an 
isomorphism follows from our inductive assumption that ql-* : Fk-’ L 9”-+ + i2 :G’ S n 
is an isamorphism. It remains only to show that 0: a,“-‘S” + OQf-‘S” is an 
isomorphism; in other words, that SqO vanishes on a,“-‘S”. Put from Proposition 
6.6 and our inductive assumptions we know that the composition 
is onto. So Proposition 4.1 gives us the vanishing of SqO on Of-’ 
done. 
If we now use the maps & to make the identifications 
(7 1) 
n- 
. -2 n+s-kSpan{Cr:‘~*~~~]il+*~ +i,sn-l;n+s-k-lsi,} 
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then how are the maps a, p of (2.3) to be described? Our previous work has 
answered this question. Using the commutative diagram (4.6) and the formula (6.4) 
we find that a : MJ,“-‘S” -3 0,“s” is given by: 
(72) a(fU n+s-k+l I, . ( a1 l l l 0;)) = ;Sn+r-k(*:’ . . l 0;) 
and that p:OtSn + In,O,“::Sn is given by: 
is = n + s - k - 1 
PG n+r-k ( @il.. . fIri)) = 
i,>n+s-k-l. 
In the next section, whes we determine the A -action on J2tSn, we will find useful 
the following corollaries of Theorem 7.1. 
Corollary 7.2. Let 1, k be integers with 0 G k 6 n + s - 1 and 1 s n + s - 1 - k. 
men Sqr vanishes on 0 9s”. 
Proof. Induct on 1, If I = 0 the result follows from Proposition 4.1, Proposition 6.6 
and Theorem 7.1. Suppose the result proved for I - 1, and let s, k, be given with 
k s n + s - 1 and I sz n + s - 1 - k. We will show Sqr = 0 on 0:s”. We already 
know that SqO vanishes on nfSn, so (It : OtSn --) tX2~Sn is manic. Then so is the 
composition a 4: 0:s” * @+*Sn. Then, to show Sqr = 0 on 0:s: it will suffice 
to show Sq,_, = 0 on L!sk+‘S”. But this is the inductive assumption. 
Corollary 7.3. Fat all ksn+s-1 
CIi: LltS” +&t (12,“_;‘Sn)i is manic. 
the “characteristic class ” 
Proof. Fix s, n ; induct on k. If k < s then 0 :S” = 0 (Proposition 2.3). If k = s, 
0 2s” has a single basis element, of dimension 2” cn - 1) + 1, and 
p : J2iS n + IrzJ2::: S” is an isomorphism (Proposition 2.3). That tih is manic then 
follows from Proposition 2.4. Suppose now the result proved for k - 1, where 
k G n + s - 1; we will prove it for k. We already know from (2.3) and Proposition 
2.4 that chk-‘: 03Sn +J2k-1 ” s-l S passes to a quotient map (IldlS”)/im a + 0,“::s” 
that is manic (in fact an isomorphism). So to prove our result it will suffice to show 
that ch:0tS”+ &::(0:1; Sn)’ is manic when restricted to im CR, But this will follow 
from the diagram of Proposition 2.5 and our inductive assumption on 
ch: :_i2)i, if we can show manic. 
ut this last statement was established for heorem 
o we are done. 
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8. Action of the Steenrod algebra 
In this section we win define an A -action on the algebra V:, in such a way that L i 
and FkL i become A -submoduies. We wiII show that our Z&omorphism 
#s : FkL3 -+ l25S“ is in fact an A-isomorphism, thereby completing our work. 
In [9] we defined a functor R: --).dA and showed that R carries A -algebras 
to A -algebras. Writing R ’ for the s-fold iterate of R, we defined the A -algebra V, 
by setting V, = R” (2&). I!, is isomoprhic as a graded algebra to the V, introduced 
in Section 3 of this paper. The action of A on V, is determined by (3.3) of [9]. From 
that formula follows immediately: 
Proposition 8.1. For any k s s - 1 the principal &deal (uk ) G VS is closed under 
A -action. Consequently V: becomes a quotient A -algebra of VS, and Fk V:r Vz is 
an A-sub-module for all k s n + s - 1. 
We must next show that Lf C V: is closed under A-action. We begin with 
Proposition 8.2. L; g V,” is closed under A -action. 
Roof. According to Section 5, LZ is generated as an algebra by aI = u f + u1 and 
o2 = uOul. From (3.3) of [9] we have Sq’ u1 = uouI, so Sq’al = u2; Sq’ a2 = 0; 
sq2 02 = alo2. These formulas determine the A -action on L Z, and imply our result. 
Now refer to the decomposition (3.4) with i = s - 2. The formula (3.3) of [9] 
implies that Vf+‘-*@Z2 & ( Vi+s-2 @ V:_, = Vi ) is an A -submodule of V:, so 
Proposition 8.2 implies: 
CorOhWy 8.3. L2 n+s-2 ~2, G Vt is closed under A -action. 
Consider now the A-map y : VI + DV,-, constructed in [9, Section 11. y satisfies 
y(Ui) = hi-1 if i a 1 and r(uo) = 0; and since y is an algebra map [9, Proposition 
2.21, it is determined by these formulas. Now it is clear that y carries the ideal 
{u:+s-s,. . , u:-,} into the ideal (Du~+*-~, . . .  Du:_$, and so passes to a quotient 
A-map y* : V: + DV:+ From the definition of L 5 (use (3.7) and (3.8)) we have 
(8 0 . L: = (L;+=-%z2) n (yn)-I(m:_,) 
and so we can use Corollary 8.3 to prove by induction on s: 
L3 is an A-submodule of VY. 
Combining Propositions 8.1 and 8.4 we have: 
FkL z is an A -submodule of Vy for all k s 12 + s - 1. 
As preparation for our next resu -action on 
Lt. in terms of the ing that the A-isomorphism 
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V, --) RV’-, passes to a quotient map p’: V: --) (RVQ/I, where I E RV:_, is the 
principal ideal generated by Sq”” @ 1. p’ is also an A -isomorphism. Restricting p’ 
to L t yields a monomorphism p : L z + (RL:_1)lJ, where J =: I n RL:+ p is given 
by the following rule: if x E LI: has standard form: 
(8 2) = . x c uop@u, 
P 
wi,th each up E Lzt, then 
(8.3) p(x) = c sqp+-b+J’ @VP 
P 
(where we are using an elem :nt of R L f-.1 to stand for its image in the quotient by 
J). Since p is manic and ar; A-map, we can use (8.3) to describe the A -action 
on Lf. 
Proposition 8.6. es : FkL f + @Sn commutes with Steenrod squares, for all k s 
n+s-1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on s. The case s = 1 is easy and is left to the 
reader. Assume the result proved for s - 1. Let x E FkL: be a given homogeneous 
element, where k s n + s - 1; and suppose x has standard form (8.2). We must 
show $s (Sq’x) = Sq’@; (x) for each fixed I 2 0, If I > dimx then Sq’x = 0 because 
FkL: is unstable, and Sq’rt; (x) = 0 because of Corollary 7.2 and the fact that #s has 
degree n + s - k. So we may assume I G dim x l or c’ s p + 2 dim vP for all p in the ? 
expansion (8.2). Therefore Adem relations are applicable to the expressions 
Sql Sqp+dimvP+l, so using (3.11) we obtain 
d Sq’& (x) = Sq’d+s (x) = Sq’ 2 Sqp+dimvp+’ & (up) 
P 
(8 4 . 
On the other hand, we can use (8.3) and the definition [9] of the functor R to 
compute the standard form of Sq’x: 
sqtx ‘=. c c (dim:_-+; -9) ug-2j+‘Bsqjvp 
P i 
and therefore by (3.11) 
(8.5) d4* (Sq’x) = 2 c ( dimy, :i” - ‘> Sqdimvp+p+‘+l-i &+ (Sq’ up ). 
P i \ 
But according to the inductive assumption, 4s-1 (Sqjv,) and Sqj&.l(vp) represent 
the Same lements all j and all p. Therefore (8.4) and (8.5) imply that 
ch & (Sq’x) = ch(S ,“:i Sn)*k. Since ch is manic (Corollary 7.3) we are 
done. 
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The results claimed in the introduction have all been proved. The description of 
FkL: as a graded &-module that is given in (0.2) and Theorem 0.2 has been verified 
in Proposition 6.6. The description of FkL: as an A -module that is given in 
Theorems 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 is finally verified in Proposition 8.5. The AA isomorph- 
isms asserted in Theorem 0.4 are proved by Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 8.6: since 
& : F’L,“-,O,kS” is a &-isomorphism of degree IZ + s - k that commutes with 
Steenrod squares, then C n+r-kFkL 3 and #Sn are isomorphic as unstable A - 
modules. 
Added in proof: The ideas in this paper lead naturall!r to a construction which to 
any unstable A -module M and integer k 3 0 associates asmall chain complex L kM 
whose homology groups are the derived functors QtM. The construction is 
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